DIOCESE OF COVINGTON
Addendum to Covid-19 Protocols
Effective Friday, 10 July 2020

1. MASKS: In light of Governor Beshear’s order of Friday, 10 July 2020 regarding the wearing of masks in public, masks must be worn at all liturgical services in any church, chapel or oratory in the Diocese of Covington until further notice. The only exceptions are for children under 5 years of age or someone who has a serious breathing problem. The celebrant at Mass must wear a mask except in the ambo and at the altar.

2. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING: Congregational singing continues to be discouraged at any religious services in any church, chapel or oratory in the Diocese of Covington. If there is congregational singing it should be severely restricted.
   a. Instrumental music is allowed.
   b. A soloist may sing.
   c. Choirs are not allowed to gather and sing.
   d. The celebrant of Mass may not sing at the altar under any circumstances.

3. HOSTS FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE FAITHFUL: Hosts for distribution to the faithful must be put into separate ciboria (when using the word ciboria, it includes any vessel used for hosts for distribution to the faithful) prior to Mass. These ciboria must be placed to the side of the altar and covered either with a lid or, especially in the case of plates or bowls, by a corporal, pall or purificator. They must be covered until the time for distribution to the faithful. Priests are not to use one large container for the hosts to be distributed to the faithful under any circumstances.

4. PARISH FACILITIES: Parish and/or school facilities, including parish or school grounds, may not be used for gatherings or receptions of any sort until further notice.

5. OPENING OF SCHOOLS: We continue to work on plans to open our schools safely. As these plans develop we will present them to our school principals as well as to our priests.